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Mechanistic understanding of the role of ATRX in senescence provides new insight for
combinatorial therapies with CDK4 inhibitors.
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ABSTRACT
Senescence is an irreversible form of growth arrest and is generally considered a favorable outcome of
cancer therapies, yet little is known about the molecular events that distinguish this state from readily
reversible growth arrest (i.e. quiescence). Recently, we discovered that during therapy induced senescence
the chromatin remodeling protein a-thalassemia, mental retardation, X-linked (ATRX) represses Harvey rat
sarcoma viral oncogene homolog (HRAS), and repression of HRAS is necessary to establish senescence,
suggesting how new clinical combinations might be used to achieve durable senescence.
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Introduction

Senescence is a stable form of cell cycle exit elicited by various
types of stress. Senescent cells fail to return to the cell cycle
when the stress is removed and become refractory to mitogenic
stimuli. These cells also remain metabolically active and elabo-
rate a secretory program referred to as the senescence associ-
ated secretory phenotype (SASP).

Senescence has important implications in development, wound
healing, aging, disease, and cancer biology.1 Many cancer therapies
elicit senescence, in a process termed therapy induced senescence
(TIS). TIS is considered a favorable clinical outcome due to the
durability of the growth arrest and the capacity of the SASP to
stimulate tumor clearance by the immune system. Indeed, indirect
evidence from a cyclin dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) inhibitor
(CDK4i) clinical trial in well-differentiated/dedifferentiated lipo-
sarcoma suggests that senescence and the downregulation of
MDM2 proto-oncogene (commonly reffered to as MDM2)
instructs a more favorable outcome.2 Remarkably, downregulating
MDM2 in a quiescent cell induced by CDK4 inhibition is suffi-
cient to induce senescence. Understanding the molecular drivers
of the transition from quiescence into senescence Fig. 1), or ger-
conversion, is critical to inducing this state in a controlled fashion
and exploiting senescence for maximal clinical benefit.

Dramatic and evolving chromatin changes occur in senes-
cent cells. These begin with the formation of senescence associ-
ated heterochromatic foci (SAHF) approximately 5–7 days
after cells are challenged with a senescence inducer.3,4 The
SAHF are dense regions of facultative chromatin marked by
focal deposition of retinoblastoma (Rb), the repressive histone
variant macro H2A (mH2A), trimethylated histone H3 at the

K9 residue (H3K9Me3), and the repressive family of hetero-
chromatin proteins (HP1).3–6 While SAHF do not form in
every senescent cell, genetic manipulation to prevent their for-
mation in cells that normally accumulate SAHF prevents the
cell from exiting the cell cycle and becoming senescent when
challenged with an inducing stress. Functionally, SAHF con-
tribute to the repression of E2F transcription factor target
genes, conspiring with cell cycle inhibitor proteins to induce
stable cell cycle exit.5 However, it is unclear if repression of E2F
target genes alone can distinguish senescence from quiescence.

In our recent paper, we demonstrated that the chromatin
remodeling protein ATRX (a-thalassemia, mental retardation, X-
linked) is also required for the formation and maintenance of the
SAHF.7 ATRX has been reported in physical complex with several
components of the SAHF and is known to regulate H3.3 deposition
and gene expression, but was never previously implicated in senes-
cence.8,9 We found that ATRX is required for signals to drive cells
into senescence, during either CDK4i or DNA damage (doxorubi-
cin) TIS. However, unlike other genes which encode proteins that
regulate the SAHF3–6, such as Rb, HMGA (high mobility group
AT-hook), or HIRA (histone cell cycle regulator), ATRX deficient
cells exit the cell cycle upon treatment and do not continue to cycle.
This is the first and only protein (to our knowledge) whose role in
SAHF is unrelated to cell cycle exit.

In a senescent cell, the elimination of ATRX results in the dis-
solution of the SAHF; however, these cells do not return to the
cell cycle, nor become quiescent as other markers of senescence
are not diminished. This demonstrates that SAHF are dynamic
and are actively maintained, but probably work redundantly
with something else to maintain the cell in a senescent state.
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Our current work also showed that ATRX, like the SAHF,
accumulates in distinct nuclear foci upon senescence induction.
ATRX foci begin to appear very early (»48 h) after the addition
of a senescence inducer, just after the formation of PML (pro-
myelocytic leukemia protein) nuclear foci and well before other
classical markers of senescence.7 Unlike MDM2 turnover which
is an early CDK4 inhibitor specific effect, ATRX foci formation
occurs when cancer cells are challenged with DNA damaging
agents or CDK4 inhibitors, suggesting a more conserved role in
senescence after growth arrest. Thus, ATRX foci may be a valu-
able tool to identify cells that have embarked on a path towards
irreversible growth arrest.

The genomic location of ATRX binding sites provides
insights into therapeutic interventions with CDK4 inhibitors
as well. Using chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by
sequencing (ChIP-seq), we identified a number of senes-
cence-specific loci where ATRX bound in both the context
of CDK4i and DNA damage TIS. By coupling the ChIP-seq
with RNA sequencing, we found that ATRX could directly
regulate gene expression from some of these. One locus in
particular that we found to be bound and repressed by
ATRX across a variety of cell lines, derived from different
tumor types, was HRAS.7 Moreover, enforced expression of
HRAS could prevent senescence induction, while directly
reducing HRAS was sufficient to drive cells into senescence.

Other groups have already examined combinations of
CDK4i with RAS/MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinase)
inhibitors in cells, and the proposed mechanism of action
accounting for the increased efficacy is surmised to be via coop-
erative suppression of cyclin D and stronger, more durable cell
cycle exit.10 However, insight from our analysis of senescence
after growth arrest suggest another – albeit not mutually exclu-
sive – mechanistic alternative. Combining CDK4i with RAS/
MAPK inhibition may actually drive cells into growth arrest
(CDK4i) and then promote senescence. Additional work will
be necessary to determine whether such combinatorial thera-
pies have improved efficacy in patients, and whether additional

and/or unique ATRX targets exist in response to different TIS
treatment regiments.
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Figure 1. Senescence after growth arrest. The molecular and genetic insights into the mechanism of cyclin dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) inhibition therapy induced senes-
cence in mammalian cell lines. The progression into senescence follows CDK4 inhibitor dependent growth arrest with the dissociation of the HAUSP (herpesvirus associ-
ated ubiquitin specific peptidase 7) deubiquitinase from MDM2 proto-oncogene (MDM2), allowing its turnover.2 A yet unidentified MDM2 substrate, here called atropos,
is likely allowed to accumulate as MDM2 levels decrease prompting the transition of the cell along a path to senescence. ATRX is a multifaceted regulator of this process
playing roles in MDM2 turnover2, HRAS (Harvey rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog) transcription7 and senescence associated heterochromatic foci (SAHF) formation
and maintenance.7 Phenotypes and markers are indicated in the blue circles (SAHF; SA-b-gal, senescence associated beta-galactosidase activity; SASP, senescence
associated secretory program; LTC, long term durable stable clonogenic growth arrest upon replating in the absence of drug; PML, promyelocytic leukemia protein foci
detection; ATRX, a-thalassemia, mental retardation, X-linked foci detection). Colors indicate different pathways, with broken arrows remaining to be mechanistically
elucidated.
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